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Abstract 
In'旬:ntionr舵 O伊 itioncan use multiple facto四国 inpu旬 such舗 ges-
t町民faceimag句 andeyegl坦epωi色ion.On the other hand， eye tr副主面g
technology， wi色hi旬 sp民 ialadvantag倍。fapplying to Human-Computer 
Interωion (HCI)， can be u悩 zedぬ de叫 op邸協組，tS18旬邸 forpec:ト
ple with mob出tydi血口l1ti田.In也ispaper， we propωeg回 e回世mation
pωition information錨 inputof fuzzy inferen，ωto achieve intention陀∞'g-
凶色ionb錨edon obj舵 treco伊itionand∞回色ruct組回自陣ntsy抗emby 
凶泊ghumanoid robot. Our approach is divided inωthr，回 parts:u拠出
伊鴎偲timation，in'旬凶ionre∞g凶tion組 dbehavior eXI舵 ution.In g錨e
笛timationpart， differing仕'omthe previous studi倍， neura1 network h舗
been used槌 thedecision making unit， and色heng，邸epωitionon∞，m-
puter配r伺 nis偲色imated.In intention reco伊 itionpart， user intention 
is recognized by using g錨 e丘町uencyand continuous g，回estaying time 
ωinput of fuzzy inference aftぽ aninitial泊旬ntionregion set has been 
found. At 1舗 t，by四 ingan autonoDio凶 humanoidrobot， eJ中erimentsare 
performed b踊 edon the r回ul主ofintention r回ogn抗ion.After confirmed 
by user， the robot w:錨∞，ntrolledwith an回si民組色taskfor u鴎 rprecisely. 
Keywords : Eye 'fracking， Neural Ne旬 ork，In色entionRecognition， Fuzzy 
Inferenω，Humanoid Rρbot 
Introduction 
R怠cently，intention re∞'gnition， reco伊 izingintention of a user or組 agentby 
ana1戸ingtheir actions or changes of state， isbecoming an important並sue
in v町iousr回e町chfields. Th旭isb舵 auseintention recognition can makeぬe
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) more convenient. 80 fi町， many intention 
reco伊 itionapproach四 havebeen proposed. Muぬ ofe，釘lyworks were in the 
conte剖 ofspeech understanding and r偲:ponseautomatically[l]. For example， 
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Pynadath組 dWellman achieved plan recognition on a problem inむraficmo凶-
toring through the co凶鮒仰loitedby using a抑制Bayesian告amework[2].
More recently， Pereira et叫d偲ぽibedan approach to tackle the intention re∞Ig-
nition by combining dynamically∞nfigurable and situation-sensitive Cau鈍l
Bay;偲Networksplus plan generation techniqu鎚 [3].Mωand Gratch have pre・
関n句da ut出ty-b鎚edapproach to solve re∞gnition of intention， which is re-
叫詔edby inぽ'ementallyusing pl組 knowledgeand observations to change state 
probabiliti偲 [4}.In their r回earches，the probability is a main factor which used 
to infer the hum佃 intention.
Eye tr邸主泊gtechnology h錨 speeialadvantages in application in町easuch 
鎚 amyotrophiclateral sclerosis (ALS)阻 d泊四efi叫 inaiding interactions with 
∞mputer and others. U nIike traditional methods， interaction through eyeもrack-
ing may fel convenient and direct，伺peciallyfor users n'偶 dingto interact with ∞mp凶ersbut unable to manage a keyboardぽ mou叫5].For ins凶 ce，ALS 
victim.s， who ultimately 1ωe any ability to initia句組d∞，ntrolvoluntary move-
ment，紅eable色ou民 eyemovement泊 eye-位低king-b凶 edinteraction. 
Eye tracking technology h腿 b舘 nusually used錨 aninteraction tool betw舘 n
user組 d∞mputerby researchers mainly. For位 ample，it h錨 beenused to∞，n-
trol a home operating sy，抗em[6].Also， ith舗 provento be a useful method 
of navigating a robo引7]. Most r餓 archers組 dresearch groups foc田 onr'争
鵠町ch凶 at吋 toimprove eye tr拙泊gaccuracy[8}. But it泊 alwaysacting錨
a controller between human and computer in alもheapplications mentioned 
above. DifIerent from出eusual application， this pap紅白cusωonthe inむention
recognition of human b鎚edon soft computing methods. 
We designed an eye tracking system with the features of low cωt， e鎚Yto use 
and high accuracy at伽8t.And b凶edon this device， we proposed an approach 
to infer u舘内 intentionregion recognition by using fuzzy thωη~ One of the 
main包suesin the intention reco伊 itionproc鎚sw槌 findingan i凶tialset of 
p舗 ibleintentions開.Thereゐre，in仙 rese町ch，we found the possible 脱出
intention regiQn b錨 edon obj白色re∞Ignitionby image proc回sing.Then bぉed
on data of frequency and time of田町、g部 eappeared by eye tacking， intention 
region was回timatedby fuzzy inf町ence.
The overall procedural sow of the system proposed is summ町民din Fig.1. 
First， we detected pupil ωnter and performed g邸 eestimation by using eye 
tracking deviω. Se∞nd， an initi叫setof intention w邸 constructedbyproce田・
ing image仕'Omrobot vision. Third， user's intention w回 recognizedby fuzzy 
infiぽence.
2 Eye Tracking System 
Before intention re∞gnition，田町、 g也eposition must be detected and esti-
mated飢 curately.Thus an eye tracking sy坑emwith high accuracy泊n町田S釘y
for this r伺 earch.In this section， 0世 prototypeeye tracking system泊explained
about hardware devi田組dω此wareprogram. 
2.1 Proto句peEye Tracking Device 
Eye tracking technology is divided into two modes: remote c佃 lerab錨 edmode 
and wearable de吋cebωed mode. The remote camera・b凶 edmode hωthe 00-
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Eye Tracking Ro加tVision 
Jntention R∞。sOilion
Figure 1:Overview Process of Proposed 8ystem 
Figure 2: Prototype Eye 百ackingDevice 
vantage of being non-intrusive， convenient and applicable to different computer 
applications. It has the disadvantages however， ofrequiring a high-resolution 
camera due to how far the camera is from the user's eye and more than one cam-
era pan-tilt device must be need. AlI of this increases system complexity and 
cost. The wearable device based mode estimates user's g回 ethrough a camera 
with near i出.red(NIR) light illuminators at叫 edto a glass frame or a hel・
met. These eye tracking systems developed for commercial use are based on the 
remote camera such出 TobiiTX300 eye tracker manufactured by Tobi technol-
ogy. These eye tracking systems have the disadvantages of being very expensive. 
80 development of a cheaper and simple eye tr配 kingsystem is needed. 
As shown in Fig.2 and detailed in Table 1， the eye tracking hardware we 
fabricated is wearable device including an eye capture camera attached with 
NIR LED. To make eye tracking easier， we illuminate the eye with IR light組 d
observe it through an m sensitive camera with a visible light filter. After doing 
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Table 1: Specifications of Proωtype Deviω 
Spatial r回olution 640x480 pixels 
CCDC創nera Frame rate 60FPS 
Lens focus fuced 
Wavelength 940nm 
NIRLED Luminous intensity 4OmW/Sr 
S旬pl:C却価巾g句e泊喝:eandb函館ization
S旬p2:Incr回sing∞n回stof也e泊喝e
S句 3: F血血gblobs面白血昭e
S胞p4:Elipti伺ltl凶嶋田dg田m白色伺lcuJ副.OD
S飽pS: 恥総ctingpupil制御∞ordina協
Figure 3: Algorithm Flow of Pupil Center Detection 
this the祉担ofthe eye turns completely white姐 dthe pupil standing out邸 a
high-∞Intr邸 tblack dot. 
2.2 Pupil Center Detection 
As showed in Fig.l， the proce路 ofeyetra必ngconsists the following three 御 ps:
1) Input eye image: tωh恥ei加ma噂g伊:eo似b協ta凶愉凶邸h:泊ne吋dbyu田2詔si均n略l唱gt叫ぬ御h恥E児eC∞C∞D恥came倒ram鵬蹴en凶 .one吋d 
泊 Table1 illuminated by IR ligh色h; 
2) Pupil center detection: a proω関 by凶，gebinarization， contours de旬c-
tion and convex h叫1calculationj 
3) G但 eestimation: a proc倒倒imatinguser's gaze by using neural networkj 
Pupil ωnter detection is the 1irst part of an eye tr叫 ingsystem， the mωt 
impo比側 partat the same time[10]. In this悶悶ch，we detect use内 pupil
center through eye image processing. The schematic diagr邸nofpro倒 sflow of 
pupil ~enter detection is shown in Fig.3. 
We first captured eye image in step 1 using a CCD ca皿住aand proc鰯
the bin釘yimage，舗 shownin Fig.4. In step 2， image contr回色 isincre舗ed
to make detection proωS8 eωier. Although m抗hematicaltransformation is a 
l町gechange， i色包 generallynot app町entin image. Program searched for any 
blobs 剖 stingin the image and recorded feature point8 of the optimal one after 
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Figure 4: Eye 1mage Capturing and Pupil Center Detection 
Figure 5: Neural Network for Gaze Estimation 
印teringin step 3. 1n sLep 4， utilizing a Sklansky algorithm[l1)， convex shape 
of feature points iscalctuaLed. Finaly， pupil center coordinates were obtained 
by calculating the geometric center after eliptical fitting in step 5.Pupil center 
coordinates are obtained回 shownin 4 of Fig.4. 
2.3 Gaze Estimation 
The primary task in eye tracking system is回timatinguser's gaze， which is also 
the foundation of interaction between the human凶 erand the computer in this 
method. Gaze estimation is achieved using a neural network to improve system 
robustness and adaptability. The calibration process based on pupil center 
coordinates obtained by using the twcトinputand twかoutputneural network 
with a standard back propagation algorithm出 shownin Fig.5. 
Where input九，乃andoutput G"" Gy are pupil center coordinates on the 
2D camera image plane and the user's gaze position coordinates on the computer 
scr回 n.切 liis the weight between input node (Il) aod hidden oode Hi.We凶 ea
sigrnoid function as the transmissioo functioo. The parameters of NN are ShOWD 
in Table 2.
1n τ'able 2， desired error 0.001 me阻 serror pixels per 1366 pixels. Because 
in our program， the outputs 01" NN must be in the range of 0 to 1， but actualy 
the data source are screen positions which in our experiments are in the range 
of 0 to 1366 pixels. Fig.6 shows the learniog result for the mean square erors 
(MSE) with various ぬoiceof附 'shiddeo neuron number according to the 
learniog process of NN trainiog. 10 this figure we can fiodむhatwhen hidden 
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Table 2: Parameter se抗泊gofNe町 alNe危work
D回irederror ~O.1% 
Maximum trial number 30
3
00 I 
Number of layt剖
Number of hidden neurons 
Learning rate 
Input neurons 2 
Input neuro凶 2 
tlD 2O) 250 3QI) .， 
凶噛噂匂副司・園。
Figure 6: L伺.rningResul色ofNN According to DiffぽentHidden Neuron Nod缶
Number 
neuron number is nine， tr剖凶ngprocωsh鎚色hebωt convergence rate. Thus， 
in this re鈍arch，we selected nine鎚 NN'shidden neuron number. 
Output value Gz of the neural network泊calc叫atedas fo11ows: 
Gz = (l+exp(一乞(1+ exp(乞仰が))-1切叫 、????， ， ? ? ?
Alsoぬeoutput v叫ueY iscalculated by using the s邸nemethod. 
In calibration proc倒s，r倒earchersusually use some designed points suchω 
the calibration po凶 [12].Some伽田帥閉山泊幽地encalibration伊e時
ing that experiments be repeated. Spec温cally，u飽四 performingexperiments 
田:veraltim'回 move色heirg邸 eto the next prospective point before previous 
calibration fi凶sb伺.To give calibration gr'儲，terUDiversality and reduce the pω・
sibility of users anticipating subs何回ntcalibration proce民 ourぽ perimen旬
U鴎drandomωlibration， i息，pωitionsof individual points are given randomly， 
to eliminate田 eranticipation. The set∞nsisting of al points must COVIぽ the
whole screen， asshown in Fig.7. 
3 Intention Recognition 
Intention re∞gnition is a t凶:kof re∞伊izingthe intentions of a humanωan 
agent. The 加 k四uallyachie鴨 dby組 .al戸略的，meor a1 the actio凶 orchangω
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Figure 7: Coordinate Mapping be抑制1User View Plane and Pupil Move Area 
Intention re∞伊it佃 system
(Aseto山側)
(噌f伽)
(明zrr)
Figure 8: Structure of In胞ntionRe∞'gnition System 
of some features. The b舗icstructure of an intention reco:伊 itionsystem is 
usually composed of three.parts， 88 shown in Fig.8. 
Spec温ω11y，比 isr，ωlized by two steps: founding a set of features or actions 
and inferr泊gb舗 edon a theory. In this r，四earch，for the first step， we found 
the i凶tialset of intentions by object recognition in the image of robot vision 
and chose human's gaze回 actions.For the se∞nd step， we inferred human 
intention bωed on n四zythω'ry. 
3.1 Object Recognition 
Before intention procωsing， initial set of possible intentions mu批 befounded. 
The se'色alsoshould depend on situation at hand. Weおundthe鈍色 byrecog-
凶zingobjec旬 inimage showing to user. Usually，objects釘 edivided into two 
types， known objects組 dunknown on伺. To obtain the intention蹴， one or 
some known objects are organized， which also means that the objects have been 
learning by system. 
We used an autonomous humanoid robot NAO邸 themainly ∞mponent of 
obj舵 trecognition and execution unit. It is developed by a French ∞mpany， 
Aldeb町anRβboti回 andit 's a humanoid robot with many featur回 andω.pabil-
ities. To keep in proportion wiぬtherωt of its body， the NAO only has sho同
町 IDS.Its hands are controlled by one motor and therefore the fingers cannot be 
operated independently. NAO h錨 2CMOSc邸ner錨 eachone provid儲 animage
of 64Ox480 and a fcame rate of 30 fps. They are located with offset of 40 degre句
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?????
58.71 
Field View of NAO[13] Figure 9: 
Figure 10: Example of Object Rβcognition 
in the vertical部 is.Before recognition of objects， NAO must learn images with 
object one by one at first. Here we凶 ethe top camera to capture image and 
store it in database in NAO by Choregraphe， graphical programming software， 
to create program without writing code. The .field view of NAO is shown in 
Fig.9. 
After learning object recognition[13]， when an object appe紅 edin the view 
.field of NAO， position of object in NAO's coordinate system can be obtained. 
Feature points of object's contour can also be obtained at the same time. This 
process was achieved by using the ALVisionRβcognition module from NAO SDK， 
which is a vision module in which NAO tries to recog凶zedifferent pict町田，
objects sides or even locations learned previously. This module is based on the 
recognition of visual key po凶tsand is only intended to recognize specific objects 
that have been learned. An example of object recognition is shown in Fig.lO. 
1n this figure， there are two balls on the table， pink one and yellow one. When 
baHs appeared in view field， the rect阻 glefigure out the region and position 
information. 
Intention Recognition by Fuzzy Inference 
After object recognition， regions where objects exist are considered as intention 
region of user and ready for using by intention inference. 1n this research， initial 
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Figure 11: Example of Gaze Position Distribution 
intention set泊叫1regions' pωition where the objects r釘 ognizedin 1舗 tsection. 
By using the eye色raclrlngdevice mentioned above， we analyzed g邸 eposi-
tions on computer screen in small period. And distribution of th凶epoints which 
stand for gaze positions is shown in Fig.11， where axis X and axis Y泊0"'-1 366
and 0.，768 respectively， correspond withぬescreen resolu色ion.In Fig.11， we 
can sωthat at u関内 intentionregion， whose ωnter is m町'kedin the figure at 
(520ム245.5)，the poinぱ distributiondensity is high. 
In fact， user's g.但 ewill have a longer time前ayingand higher 台。quency
appearing in the intention region than泊 notnoticed region. B邸edon this， we 
凶 ed仕'equencyand∞ntinuous staying time舗 factorsfor inte瓜ioniIU町'ence.
80 far， re民arch田 onint佃 .tionrecognition are mai凶ydivided into three 
cl鎚 S回配cordingto the second ∞mponent in Fig.8， which町elogic-b舗ed，c鉛e-
b邸edand probabilistic appro舵 h田 [14].
Ac∞，rdingωuncertainty of human's conωptual judgment and re箇 0凶ng
way of tbinking， by using fuzzy se旬 andfuzzy rulω 泊 re回0凶ngand皿誌面g
a fuzzy∞mprehensive judgment， we can solve complicated problems which町e
dific曲 fornormal methods such錨 in旬ntionrecogn抗ion.百四， we applied 
fuzzy泊ference邸 methodto recognize human's intention. FUzzy inference is 
bωed on fuzzy logic加 dr偲embleshuman re舗 oningin its use of appr:似imate
information and unce比aintyto genera旬似isions[12].
We used fuzzy rules to d脱出e蜘，tionshipbeむween脚内g鎚 eand凶 /her
intention. Fuzzy rule map is shown in Table 3. Fig.12 shows the membership 
functions and singletons. We used g，回eappearing frequency F and g，邸時∞，ntin-
uously stayi碍 timeT in the regions got by object re∞伊itionpart凶 inputsof 
fuzzy rul回.Input space w，錨dividedinto three subsets-T8， TM， TL， and FL， 
FM，FH・representingg錨 econtinuously坑ayingtime short， intermediate， 1∞g 
組 d告equeb.cylow， intermediate， high， respectively. Probability values of indi-
vidual object compo鴎 outputspace. Output space w回 dividedinto six subsets-
PVL， PL，PM，PLH， PH組.dPVH-repr'回entingvery low， low， intermediate， 
slightly high， high， and VI町yhigh. 
4 Experimental Results 
Experiments of proposed method were conducted on a notebook ∞mputerwiぬ
Intel Core i3-380M CPU， 2GB RAM組 dMicrosoft Windows 7 operating sys-
tem. Progr回 lW槌 developedin Code::Blocks which恒anopen source IDE. Part 
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Table 3: Fuzzy Rule Map Used in Intention Reco伊ition
。"， "， pJ "， pJ ". 
(b) Singlet側面THENPart
Figure 12: Membership Functions and Singletons 
of pupilωnter de'切ctionis achieved by using OpenCV， open島田neworks，and 
3D open source C++ toolkit. NAO SDK w回 alsoused for getting加ag'回仕'Om
robot's eye c細胞raand controlling iもbyanex旬!malcomp凶er.
4.1 Eye Tracking Results 
Inぼ periments，we used 16 poin'旬錨児島rencepoints and user st紅esat伺 clt
point for 1.5民∞n也. In this pro備 s，traditional method泊 that16 points 
appeared in turn in a 4x4 grid which is so園側lledcalibration points姐 duser is 
鎚 kedto look at the points whenぬ，eyappe町，鎚shownin Fig.13. Coordinates 
of user's eye g鎚 eestimation position紅 'ere∞'rded and used錨 mappingdata 
together with the appearing position of calibration points. Order of poiD'旬
appears is according色0組 "s"type. 
We found that a subj倒 'sbehavior e舗姐ybecame set， however， a島町several
experiments andωused a poor calibration r，伺ult，舗mentionedin S舵 tion3.2.2. 
We therefore use a method by making stand町dpoints appe紅 randomly組 d
replacing the previous one. Si凶 I町ly，when stand町dpoints appe町'edr姐 domly，
we recorded both standard and鰯 imationposition coordina蜘..lmaεeacq凶si-
tion spωdw槌 60FPS， so1必o(1.5x60xI6) points are used錨 neuralnetwork 
inputs and for output. Becau鈍色heneural neも，workhere is a back propagation 
(BP) neural network， teachlng函gnals山 oused the above coordina同.After 
1000 tralls in the calibration proc倒， actual error matches desired error， 0.001， 
which is関tin Table 2. 
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Figure 13: Position of Calibration Points 
-A 轟*.... ~ 
2国 “lO ・帽 駅lO IC"渇 '200 ，‘" 
凶a‘・
Figure 14: Rβsults of Eye τi'acking Verifying Experiment 
After calibration， we carried out experiments to validate the calibration re-
sults. 1n experiments， 16 points were giving at first as reference points. Next， 
user w邸 askedto look at each point in sequence. Position data of reference 
points and g拙 eaverage coordinates at each position would be re∞rded at the 
same time. Each estimated point and re[erence point are shown in Fig.14. Av-
erage eηor of r田 ultsis shown in Table 4.The eror of eye tracking results by 
traditional geometrical method is shown in Table 4.From the results in both 
two Lables we can see that the method proposed by us worked efectively. 
1n experiments， distance between user's eye and computer screen is45cm and 
resolution of screen is1366x768 pixels. At the same time width and height of 
scr田 nare 28.4cm and 21.3cm， r田pectively.The schematic diagram is shown in 
Fig.15. Thus， one pixel on computer screen stand for about O.02cm. Assuming 
average eror inone pixel is t， the degree error are calculated as [ollow equation. 
。定arctan(O.02tj45) (2) 
4.2 Intention Recognition Results 
In this re田arch，after a calibration process， user w回 askedto look at the scene 
image from NAO's camera and controlled NAO's head rotate by g脳 e.When an 
object or some objects are found， g邸 efrequency and continuous time in objects 
existing regions in a certain period were凶 ed槌 inputsof the fuzzy inference 
system which mentioned above. 
Then after aD intention recognition result is given， robot would get tbe object 
by using its hands. 1t is worth to noLe tbat there are three types of coordinate 
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Table 4: A verage Error of Eye Tracking Results 
??
Proposed Method 
官aditionalMethod 
1/ Screen
Y 
(Pixcl) 
768 
(pixel) X 1366 日戸?'
，:r一日
/ぞzh
.. ごー- Human cye 
.園 .1，
Fi思.ll'e15: Calculate Method of Degree Error 
(b) Intention Recognition with 
Fuzzy Inference 
(a) Object Recognition without 
Fuzzy Inference 
Figure 16: Intention Recognition by Fuzzy Inference 
systems for NAOi FRAME_TORSO， FRAMKWORLD and FRAME.ROBOT. 
When creating a command for NAO， much attention needs to be placed on the 
sp抗 eused to define the command. In this process the position of object gotten 
仕omNAO is according to FRAME_TORSO， a1so the same for operating hands 
to grasp an object. Here FRAME_TORSO is one of the 3 spatial references 
used by NAO's motion components. 
Fig.16.(a) shows the vario凶 objectreco伊itionres凶tsin experiments. We 
can see that there are thr田 objectshave been recognized before intention infer-
ence. And Fig.17 shows the distribution of user's gaze positions when looking 
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九割咽刷圃'醐，，..
払..... ・，
Figure 17: Distribution of User Gaze Position 
Figure 18: Experiment Scenes of Getting Object by NAO 
at this scene. Output result of intention recognition by fuzzy inference is shown 
in Fig.16.(b). According to Fig.16.(b)， user's intention is at the region where 
marked by a rectangle. 
After intention recognition， experiments of getting object for user were con-
ducted. Experiments scenes are shown in Fig.18. 
We performed experiments aiming to verify the assistant system based on 
gaze estimation by NN and intention recognition by fuzzy inference work weJl 
with human. We also tried to find out whether subject c岨 havea good im-
presion in experiments. First， we asked subject to put on eye tracking device 
and carry on calibration proces. Then scene image仕omNAO's camera was 
shown to subject on screen. According to the scene image， subject controlled 
NAO's head by g回 eand searched in view field. When subject's intention is 
recognized， NAO would locate the object and get it for subject. At last， after 
the experiments， subject w出 askedto express hisjher perceptions about the 
intention recognition result. 
Evaluation resuJts of intention recognition obtained is shown in Fig.19. Same 
experiments were executed by five subjects about twenty years old. After each 
time of experiments， subject w邸 askedto evaluate at the result仕omthree 
r倍 pects:accuracy of intention position， fitness of intention region contour and 
wait tirne before an object be found. We caled the third factor回 realtime. 
And eacb factor of recognition b出自veranks and represented仕om1 (worst) to 
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Figure 19: Evaluation Results of Intention Recognition 
τ'able 5: Compar.旭onof Methods for Intention R怠∞gnition
Method Factors Rβference 
M町kovModel BodyGωtur伺 [16]， [1司
Bay'笛 ianNetwork Probability of Stat舗 [18]， [1叫， [2例
State Maぬin偲 Probability of Sta旬g [21]， [2] 
Onωlogy-b錨ed Conditional Entropy of Actions [23]， [24)， [25] I 
5 (best). Then we calculated the average value and standard de吋ationof the 
accuracy of .inte凶ionposition， fitn回sof iI凶entionregion∞ntqur and real-time， 
respectively， based on the survey r四叫ts.
From Fig.19， we can s関 thatthe可stemcan achieve user's intention re∞伊i-
tion b邸 ically，b凶 the郎 cur似:yof recognition rl伺叫t抱notalways prec泊e.This 
包b民a田 eac∞rdingto Chen's research by using structural equation modeling 
(SEM)[15)， subj即旬，intention，回peciallybehavior intention，担affec凶 byde争
tination iInage， trip quality， perlωived value， satisfaction， behavioral intentioDB 
and SO on. But in色hisr，伺e町ch，we c組 co回 iderthat the g，錨efactor resected 
behavioral intention and the object r田ognitionresected destination IIDage fac-
tors. The two factors， but no色白.eonly on凶 canaffec色四位、也知凶ion.
As the 1錨 tof this rl伺earch，we make a∞mparison betw田nthe typical 
intention recognition methods by using robot. The results町'eshown in Table 
5. And from Table 5 we can艶etha色relatedresearcb句 onintention recognition 
can be divided into two modω.Oneisb錨edon conducting of user's stat句
while the other rea1ized by r舵 ognizing邸 tiODB.For both two modes， u民間may
have di宵erentin色entionseven色heyinas細胞 stateor doing the same ac色ion.
But in the novel method proposed by us， we∞nsidered u拠出 g也 eposition 
錨 aimportant factor for intention recognition， which is more必rectlyandωn
minimizingぬ.eeffect of en吋ronment.
5 Concll凶on
We have designed a low-cost， wearable eye trac:主ingsystem組 dhave propωed 
new calibration using r釦 domcalibration points and a neural network to replace 
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conventional spatial mapp泊.ginぬeω.librationproc鰯.In experiments， we have 
confirmed tha色after1，000 learning trials using enough reference points， better 
calibration r伺 ultshave been obtained. We have叫sopropωed the method 
伺tabl泊hingan initial set of in色町民ionb腿 edon object reco;伊 itionresults by 
g錨 e伺 t回以ionu民dneural network from robo色ca皿.eraimage. Then u館、
intention w邸 inferredby fuzzy祖ferenceby using g;邸 e仕'equencyand continuo田
gaze staying time舗面，put.At 1凶t，a humanoid robot could extract the object 
in the environment ima~偲組d calculate the position in i旬∞or必na旬可抗em，
finally get the object for user. 
For the future research， We pl組もowork on enriching fa.ctors which afi制加g
in旬凶ion，such鎚凶位、 inter，倒ts，relationship between objects and sa1iency 
map of scene image to achleve a better intention recognition r偲ultand a more 
in旬lligent鰯泊刷，tsystem. 
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